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Abstract
Traﬃc tunnels are generally hostile acoustic environments, both in terms of reverberation
and ambient noise levels. Public address (PA) systems used to convey spoken warnings must
meet stringent design requirements in order to produce suﬃciently intelligible speech. To be
able to predict PA system performance at tunnel design time, two diﬀerent speech transmission
index (STI) calculation procedures were implemented. The ﬁrst procedure predicts the STI
based on ray-tracing simulations. Comparison with measured STI data showed that this
simulation approach yields accurate intelligibility estimates. However, the procedure is
time-consuming and too complex to be used by non-specialists. For this reason, a second
(simpler and more eﬃcient) procedure was developed, based on ﬁxed non-linear regression,
statistically deriving prediction functions from measured data and ray-tracing results. This
procedure was compared to the approach based on ray tracing, and found to yield STI
predictions closely matching those of the ray-tracing model.
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1. Introduction
During a traﬃc tunnel design process, many design criteria tend to prevail over
acoustic considerations. The geometrical design is inherently disadvantageous; long,
pipe-like enclosures such as tunnels are likely to show relatively long reverberation
times. Acoustic absorption of surfaces is usually also less than optimal. These
surfaces are designed for their ability to withstand prolonged heat exposure, as
may occur in case of a severe ﬁre. Consequently, walls, road surface and ceiling are
acoustically relatively hard. Even when a compromise between heat resistance and
acoustic absorption appears feasible (application of acoustic plasters, or using ﬁreproof sound absorbent materials to cover the walls), cost considerations and problems associated with cleaning are likely to prevent ÔsoftÕ materials from being used [1].
In addition, noise sources may be expected to produce high sound levels in the
tunnel, partly due to the reinforcing eﬀect of reverberation. The main sources of
noise are moving traﬃc and high-power ceiling-mounted ventilators, used to expel
exhaust fumes or smoke.
1.1. Public address systems in tunnels in the Netherlands
Hostile tunnel acoustics are especially problematic to the performance of public
address (PA) systems. A widely used standard solution, horn-type loudspeakers
attached to the ceiling in arrays, may or may not oﬀer suﬃcient intelligibility; this
not only depends on the tunnel characteristics, but also on the PA system design.
Factors such as loudspeaker directivity, linearity, maximum sound power, frequency
response and propagation delay correction are very important to the performance of
the system. A schematic representation of a typical PA system as used in traﬃc tunnels in the Netherlands is shown in Fig. 1.
Spoken messages are produced in a traﬃc control centre, usually at a distance
from the tunnel. This implies that the operator (either using his own voice or prerecorded messages) does not receive auditory feedback; he or she has no means to
determine whether the messages are intelligible to the public inside the tunnel.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a PA system in a traﬃc tunnel. AGC stands for automatic gain
control.
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Since traﬃc tunnels are generally too long to address all at once, they need to be
subdivided into sections (typically 120 m in length). The operator can remotely view
the tunnel, section by section, through a closed-circuit television (CCTV) system.
The PA system only produces sound in the section currently activated by the operator (i.e., the section currently shown on the CCTV screen). If the operator wants to
address the entire tunnel, this has to be done one section at a time.
In each section, typically two or three arrays of loudspeakers are present. Delay
lines are used to compensate travel time diﬀerences, preventing contributions from
consecutive arrays to be perceived as discrete echoes. Additional signal processing
may be used to enhance the overall performance of the system.
1.2. Measurements of speech intelligibility in traﬃc tunnels
In the Netherlands, PA systems in traﬃc tunnels are required to meet minimum
requirements with regard to speech intelligibility. Applicable regulations require that
speech intelligibility is quantiﬁed by means of the speech transmission index (STI)
[2,3]. This method (described in more detail in Section 2 of this paper) uses artiﬁcial
test signals to measure the degree to which intensity modulations, as present in natural speech, are preserved while sound propagates towards a listener. Since preservation of these modulations implies preservation of speech transmission quality [4], the
STI is a reliable predictor of speech intelligibility for many applications.
Whenever a new tunnel is built in the Netherlands, or the PA system in an existing
tunnel is replaced, a standardised STI measurement protocol is applied to verify
compliance with the intelligibility requirements. Such a compliance test can be carried out using STI-measuring devices and software available from a number of different vendors. Out of several IEC-standardised test signal types, the STI-PA test
signal is the most suitable for the application described in this paper [5]. A speciﬁc
test protocol for measuring STI measurements in tunnels is used.
As part of the test protocol, representative and worst-case sections of the tunnel are
selected for carrying out measurements. For each section, STI measurements are carried out at a set of pre-deﬁned positions. There positions are normally 15 m apart (measured along the length of the tunnel), on each lane, at a height of 1.50 m (see Fig. 2).
STI results normally turn out worse than average in the proximity of noise sources
(such as ventilators) and at positions further away from the loudspeakers. Positions
further away from a loudspeaker array, but close to the next (delayed) loudspeaker
array, are normally also among the ones producing the lowest STI values. Speciﬁc
acoustic features in the tunnel, such as reﬂection signs and lights, also locally decrease the STI.
Unfortunately, the compliance test procedure described above can only be carried out
after the tunnel is built and the PA system has been taken into operation. For the optimisation of PA system performance, it would be much better to evaluate the system
throughout the various design stages, when changes can still be made without resulting
in signiﬁcant additional costs. Since it is impossible to measure performance at this stage
(since the PA system, or even the tunnel, does not exist yet), predictive calculations of the
STI are needed. For this reason, a prediction model for speech intelligibility based on
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Fig. 2. Example of an arrangement of loudspeaker arrays in a two-lane traﬃc tunnel, with a section length
of 120 m. The traﬃc in both lanes is travelling in the same direction, indicated by the large arrows. Clusters
of loudspeakers are mounted on racks attached to the ceiling, above the middle of each lane, and aimed
toward the moving traﬃc. At the position marked ‘‘0’’ the signal is presented without delay; the sound
reproduced by the clusters 60 m further away is delayed.

acoustic ray tracing has been implemented. Ray tracing has been shown capable of yielding accurate STI estimates in industrial halls [6] and in rooms in general [7]. Our implementation targeted at traﬃc tunnels was validated by comparison with measurement
results in existing tunnels. The applied prediction procedure and an evaluation of the
accuracy of this approach are described in this paper.
Experience with the ray-tracing approach showed that its accuracy is, for some
purposes, oﬀset by its complexity. An important drawback is the necessity to construct a speciﬁc geometrical computer model of the tunnel interior, for each individual tunnel (or even tunnel section) that is to be evaluated. Also, we found that
designers without speciﬁc expertise in intelligibility prediction found the procedure
too complicated for practical use. More speciﬁcally, obtaining (or estimating) the
input parameters for the ray-tracing model can be a problem. Inaccurately estimated
input parameters will result in faulty predictions.
Theoretically, the STI can also be calculated on the basis of a much simpler
empirical statistical procedure. By using actual STI measurement data and results
from reliable ray-tracing predictions, and deriving prediction functions from this
data using ﬁxed non-linear regression, relatively straightforward computational procedure can be derived. Similar procedures have previously been successfully applied
to obtain estimates of noise levels, reverberation times and the STI in industrial
workrooms [8] and in classrooms [9,10]. A regression-based procedure for STI prediction in tunnels is also presented in this paper, as well as its validation.

2. Calculation of the speech transmission index
2.1. The speech transmission index method
The speech transmission index (STI) gives an objective prediction of speech intelligibility by means of a single 0–1 index [2,3]. The STI has been validated through
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comparison between STI scores and subjective speech intelligibility scores, using various intelligibility assessment methods in many diﬀerent conditions [11,12].
In an STI score all relevant types of speech degrading inﬂuences encountered in
tunnel acoustics (such as noise, echoes and reverberation) are incorporated. Signal
degradation due to limitations of the performance of a PA system (such as nonlinear distortion components) are also taken into account.
As stated in Section 1, the STI is based on the principle that preservation of intensity modulations implies preservation of speech. The degree to which these intensity
modulations are preserved is expressed by the modulation transfer function (MTF)
intelligibility [13,14]. The STI can always be derived from the MTF through a standardised [2] and straightforward procedure (see Section 2.2). Mathematically, the
challenge to accurately measure or predict the STI essentially comes down to ﬁnding
an accurate estimate of the MTF.
In order to measure the MTF, a number of alternative approaches can be
adopted, which all have in common that the intensity modulations at the output side
of the channel (a listener position in the tunnel) are compared to the modulations
present in the test signal, as applied to the input of the channel. In order to be able
to predict (calculate) the MTF, a suﬃciently accurate mathematical model of the
transmission channel is needed. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, two alternative approaches
for deﬁning such a model are described.
In Table 1, the correspondence between STI values and a qualiﬁcation of speech
intelligibility is given, together with a well-known subjective intelligibility measure
(equally balanced open-set CVC word score).
Predictive calculations of the STI are only useful if they can be made with suﬃcient accuracy: given a set of representative conditions, the diﬀerence between measured STI and predicted STI scores must be small relative to the STI intervals that
determine the ﬁve qualiﬁcation categories in Table 1. This criterion shall be used to
evaluate the STI prediction procedures proposed in this paper.
2.2. Basic STI calculation procedures
The basic STI algorithms, as standardised in IEC 60268-16 3rd edition [2], pivot
around the fact that preservation of intensity modulations can be quantiﬁed by
means of a modulation index m. Modulation index m can be measured using a test
Table 1
Qualiﬁcation and relation between STI and CVC word score
Qualiﬁcation

STI

CVC word score (% correct)

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

>0.75
0.60–0.75
0.45–0.60
0.30–0.45
<0.30

>96
86–96
65–86
32–65
<32

The CVC-word score was obtained in an open-response paradigm, using equally balanced CVC-word lists
[7].
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signal with (mean) intensity I s , which has been designed to have a modulation depth
of 100%. For the moment, we will assume that some arbitrary modulation frequency
is used. If a (non-modulating) noise signal with intensity I n is introduced on the
channel, then this will reduce the modulation depth of the overall signal at the output
of the channel. While the signal was originally modulated across 100% of the overall
intensity range, at the output of the channel this modulation will now no longer cover the entire intensity range of the signal. The reduction of the modulation range is
expressed by modulation index m, and given by
I s
m¼  .
Is þ In

ð1Þ

If the signal degradation due to the channel consists of additive noise only, a measured modulation index m has a one-to-one relation with the signal-to-noise ratio.
If the modulation depth is also reduced through causes other than additive noise
(such as reverberation), then a modulation index m can still be measured, but the value of m now also incorporates degradations other than noise. Using Eq. (1), and by
logarithmic conversion of the signal and noise intensities onto the decibel scale, any
modulation index m can still be translated into an eﬀective signal-to-noise ratio
SNReﬀ
SNReff ¼ 10 log

m
dB.
1m

ð2Þ

Through Eq. (2) the STI model relates the intelligibility eﬀects of all sorts of speech
signal degradations to the eﬀect of adding noise at an equivalent speech-to-noise
ratio.
The nature of many speech transmission channels is such, that m may very well
depend on modulation frequency F. Also, m will often vary as a function of signal
frequency itself. If the signal is analysed in octave bands (indicated by an octave
band index n), then by deﬁnition the modulation transfer function (MTF) is
m(n, F) [15].
The MTF can be measured or calculated in various ways; the form in which the
MTF is presented diﬀers. In standardised STI calculations, the MTF appears as a
discrete 14 · 7 matrix (modulation index for 14 modulation frequencies in 7 frequency octave bands).
3
2
m1;1 m1;2   
m1;n   
m1;7
6
.. 7
..
7
6
. 7
.
6 m2;1
7
6
7
6 .
..
6 ..
.
mi;7 7
7
6
ð3Þ
mðn; F ðiÞÞ ¼ 6
7.
.. 7
6
7
6 mi;1
. 7
mi;n
6
7
6 .
.
7
6 .
..
m13;7 5
4 .
m14;1    m14;n    m14;6 m14;7
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The modulation frequencies F(i) included in this matrix represent the 14 1/3-octave
centre frequencies from 0.63 to 12.5 Hz, while the 7 octave bands n represent octave bands with centre frequencies ranging from 125 to 8000 Hz.
The next step in the STI calculation procedure is to convert the MTF (Eq. (3))
into eﬀective SNRs using Eq. (2). The STI model assumes that speech intelligibility
is linearly related to SNR, across a 30-dB range centred at SNR = 0. Each eﬀective
SNR is converted into a so-called transmission index (TI) by mapping this SNR on a
0–1 range according to
TIðn; iÞ ¼

SNReff ðmðn; F ðiÞÞÞ þ 15
.
30

ð4Þ

The TI-matrix deﬁned by Eq. (4) quantiﬁes how each modulation frequency F(i) in
each octave band n contributes to the overall speech intelligibility. The STI model
assumes all modulation frequencies in the 0.63–12.5 Hz range to be equally important. This means that TI-matrix (4) can be simpliﬁed to a so-called modulation transfer index (MTI) vector according to
MTIðnÞ ¼

14
1 X
TIðn; iÞ.
14 i¼1

ð5Þ

Eq. (5) results in 7 TI values, one for each octave band. These are combined
to produce the STI. Since not all octave bands contribute equally to the overall intelligibility, octave weighting factors an are used. Moreover, to incorporate the eﬀect into the calculations that neighbouring frequency bands are
mutually dependent [16], so-called redundancy correction factors bn are
introduced
STI ¼

7
X
n¼1

an MTIn 

6
X

bn

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MTIn  MTInþ1 .

ð6Þ

n¼1

Values of an and bn are somewhat diﬀerent for male and female speech, and are deﬁned by the IEC standard [2].
In practice, the full calculation of the IEC-standardised STI is slightly more
complicated than presented in this section. Although speech intelligibility is primarily determined by (eﬀective) speech-to-noise ratios, the absolute sound levels
may become important at low levels (reception threshold) and very high levels
(auditory masking). These STI algorithm aspects related to absolute sound level
of the speech signal are beyond the scope of this paper. However, it should be
noted that IEC-compliant STI-measuring devices [2] do incorporate these leveldependencies, and may lead to diﬀerent (generally lower) STI results than obtained
when literally following the approach outlined in this paper. If needed to obtain
STI predictions that are more representative of IEC-compliant STI measurements,
then the level-dependency of the STI procedure can be added to the procedure
described here a relatively straightforward fashion by literally following IEC
60258-16 3rd edition [2].
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2.3. Calculation of the MTF from ray-tracing results (impulse responses)
Acoustic simulation procedures, such as acoustic ray tracing, can be used to predict impulse responses between any source and receiver in a simulated room. These
impulse responses can then be used to calculate an MTF for this room [17], for the
given source and receiver positions. Any simulation requires that at least the following input parameters must be known:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Positions of all sources.
Speciﬁcation of sources (directivity patterns, sound power).
Geometrical conﬁguration of the tunnel.
Sound absorption coeﬃcients (as a function of octave band) for each surface.
Scatter coeﬃcients for each surface.
(Assumed) positions of listeners in the tunnel, simulation grid.

If eﬀects of air absorption are expected to play a signiﬁcant role, then temperature
and humidity of the air must also be speciﬁed.
If a communication channel does not introduce noise or non-linear signal distortions of any sort, then its MTF can be fully derived from its (squared) impulse response [15], according to the procedure described further on in this section.
Hence, any standard acoustic model that predicts a roomÕs impulse response can
be used for speech intelligibility predictions in that room. In fact, if this impulse response corresponds to a purely exponentially decaying reverberation curve, without
contributions from distinct echoes, then the following simpliﬁed (and commonly
used) equation can be applied for calculating the MTF [15]:
"

2 #12
T ðnÞ
mðn; F Þ ¼ 1 þ 2pF
.
ð7Þ
13.8
Here m(n, F) represents the MTF for a room with octave-band speciﬁc T60 reverberation times T(n).
Eq. (7) is commonly, but incorrectly, used by acoustic simulation software for calculation of the overall eﬀects of room acoustics on the STI, ignoring the eﬀects of
echoes and reverberation phenomena other than pure exponential decay. Hence,
even in the absence of noise and non-linear distortion, Eq. (7) may be inaccurate.
A more generally applicable MTF, although still not including eﬀects of noise and
non-linear distortion, can be derived from impulse responses predicted by acoustic
simulation procedures [17]. For the experiments described in this paper we used
the acoustic ray-tracing implementation of the software package Odeon 3.1 (combined edition), developed by the Technical University of Denmark [18]. In order to
balance accuracy with computational complexity, early reﬂections were calculated
using an image source model, whereas late reﬂections were treated as originating
from independent secondary sources. For all our calculations, we set the transition
order to 3. All reﬂections (stemming, according to reﬂection order, from diﬀerent calculation models) were combined in joint energy decay curves.
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These energy decay curves are, in fact, backward-integrated squared impulse responses giving energy E(n, t) as a function of time t and octave frequency band n.
The squared impulse response r(n, t), with n the octave band index and t time,
may be derived from the energy curve E(n, t) by using the equation
1010 log rðn; tÞ ¼

oEðn; tÞ
.
ot

ð8Þ

Now, according to Houtgast et al. [15], the MTF for modulation frequency F is deﬁned by
R1
j 0 e2pjFt rðn; tÞ dtj
R1
mðn; F Þ ¼
ð9Þ
rðn; tÞ dt
0
which is in fact the modulus of the (normalised) Fourier transform of r(n, t). If the energy
decay curve would be available as an analytical function, then Eq. (9) could directly be
used to calculate an MTF matrix in the form of Eq. (3). As it is, energy decay curves are
exported from Odeon as discrete tables, with the energy observations in time separated
by a known time window (Dt, typically 5–20 ms).1 In fact, the energy decay curve is
stored as a table of n  ðtmax
Þ elements, tmax indicating the time span covered by the decay
Dt
curve. An MTF matrix of the form of Eq. (3) can be calculated numerically, using discrete implementations of Eqs. (8) and (9). This MTF (which we will label MTFra) does
not (yet) incorporate the eﬀects of noise and non-linear distortions, since it is derived
from a room impulse response only (hence the subscript ‘‘ra’’, which stands for room
acoustics). These factors are introduced later on in the calculation procedure. This
means that MTFra is diﬀerent from any MTF obtained through measurements with test
signals, which do also incorporate eﬀects of noise and non-linear distortions.
Non-linear eﬀects can separately be introduced in STI calculations in the form of an
MTF as in Eq. (3), in this case representing only modulation transfer eﬀects of non-linear
distortions (instead of the eﬀects of rooms acoustics). For public address systems in tunnels the only non-linear behaviour of practical importance is expected from the loudspeakers, which normally operate at high sound levels, close to their operating limits.
Since a reliable and suﬃciently general prediction model for the non-linear behaviour
of loudspeakers under such conditions is lacking, the only way to obtain a quantiﬁcation
of the resulting modulation reduction is through a single STI measurement.
Most STI-measuring devices are capable of outputting full MTF measurement
results. By using such an MTF estimate from a single loudspeaker measurement,
making sure that no other sources of modulation reduction are aﬀecting the measurement (silent, non-reverberant conditions), a separate MTF (MTFnl) for non-linear
distortions only is obtained.2 This can be done under laboratory conditions, or even

1
As it is derived from a discrete energy curve, the squared impulse is inherently low-pass ﬁltered. The
time window Dt must be suﬃciently small (typically < 20 ms), to obtain all modulation frequencies up to
12.5 Hz in the calculated MTF.
2
Since non-linear distortion is usually independent of modulation frequency, MTFnl may normally be
represented as a vector of 7 octave bands instead of a 14 · 7 matrix. However, for reasons of uniformity it
will be denoted here formally as mnl(n, F).
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in situ (loudspeaker array already present in a tunnel environment) by placing a measurement microphone close to the loudspeaker array, well within the reverberation radius. It is important that the loudspeakers are operated at representatively high
soundlevels, or else the non-linear distortion behaviour may be underestimated.
We have now quantiﬁed two separate contributions to the overall speech degradation, each in a separate MTF. A third separate MTF could be calculated to quantify the eﬀect of noise (by using the inverse function of Eq. (2)). The issue is now how
to combine these separate MTFs into a single MTF, from which to calculate the STI.
The solution is to expand the ‘‘noise’’ term in Eq. (1) into three separate terms,
representing the separate inﬂuence of room acoustics, non-linear distortions and
additive noise (Ôreal’’ noise)
I s
m¼ 
.
I s þ I ra þ I nl þ I n

ð10Þ

Since the intensity I s of the original signal (undistorted speech at the input of the
channel) is the same in all cases, the overall modulation index m can be calculated
from the (eﬀective) signal-to-noise ratios for the three degradation sources. An
MTF m(n, F) for degradation type x can be converted into the intensity domain
through the equation
I s ðn; F Þ
mx ðn; F Þ
I x ðn; F Þ ¼ 1  mx ðn; F Þ

ð11Þ

which is, apart from the decibel conversion, the modulation and frequency dependent
inversion of Eq. (2). By combining Eqs. (10) and (11), an overall MTF is calculated
I s

mðn; F Þ ¼ 
.
ð12Þ
I s 1 þ 1mnl ðn;F Þ þ 1mra ðn;F Þ þ I n ðnÞ
mnl ðn;F Þ
mra ðn;F Þ
The intensity of additive noise I n is normally known a priori (or otherwise straightforwardly derived from I s and the speech-to-noise ratio), so this does not have to be
derived from a separate MTF calculation.
From Eq. (12), the STI can be calculated according to the standard procedure as
described in Section 2.2.
2.4. Simpliﬁed MTF calculations based on a regression technique
The procedure described in the previous section is applicable to more than just
traﬃc tunnels; it can be used to obtain MTF estimates in any type of room or enclosure. This comes at a cost: accurately deﬁning the geometrical make-up of a room,
with or without computer aided design tools, is always time-consuming. An additional disadvantage is that ray-tracing procedures are computationally expensive,
especially if a high degree of detail or accuracy is required.
If the geometrical conﬁguration of the simulated enclosure is always more or less
the same, as is the case for traﬃc tunnels, then an easier and quicker way to calculate
the MTFra (contribution to the overall MTF related to room acoustics) can be
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thought of. This procedure is based on deﬁning the acoustic characteristics at a certain cross-section of the tunnel, under the assumption that this cross-section is representative for the entire tunnel. The shortest possible list of variables presumed to
be inﬂuencing MTFra at this cross-section is compiled (Table 2).
The inﬂuence of the acoustic environment can be represented by only two variables: A(n), which is indicative of the volume of the tunnel (but related to a speciﬁc
cross-section), and O(n) which indicates the amount of acoustic absorption. The only
variable related to the PA system that is explicitly included is the directivity of the
loudspeaker arrays Q(n). Loudspeaker frequency response, which is also an important determining factor for intelligibility, is addressed implicitly through the inclusion of octave band number n in the regression equations. The listener position is
deﬁned using three variables, expressing the distance to the closest loudspeaker array
producing useful sound (D), the closest loudspeaker array that is likely to degrade
intelligibility due to backward radiation of delayed speech (N) and the absolute distance to the beginning of the section (P). Together, these three parameters can cover
a wide range of diﬀerent loudspeaker section conﬁgurations.
Frequency is included explicitly in Table 2, both linearly and in octave bands, to
cover the possibility that some acoustic phenomena depend linearly on frequency
and others logarithmically.
Next, we need to deﬁne how we assume that MTFra depends on the variables of
Table 2. Rather than trying to predict the relation between these variables and the
MTF directly, we do this for the eﬀective speech-to-noise ratio (in dB) related to
room acoustics, Sra(n).


D
þ1
S ra ðnÞ ¼ að0Þ þ að1Þ AðnÞ þ að2Þ OðnÞ þ að3Þ QðnÞ þ að4Þ n þ að5Þ log
15

að9Þ
N
þ að6Þ D þ að7Þ P þ að8Þ
þ að10Þ f ðnÞ þ að11Þ N .
ð13Þ
QðnÞ
Table 2
Parameters presumed to be related to the intelligibility of PA systems in tunnels, along with their symbols
and units as used in the equations
Symbol

Unit

Range

Parameter

n
f(n)
A(n)
O(n)

–
m2
m

1–7
125–8000
50–150
0.5–15

Q(n)

–

1–18

D

m

15 to 50

P

m

15 to 200

N

m

100 to 150

Octave band index, ranging from one (125 Hz) to seven (8 kHz)
Centre frequency (125 Hz – 8 kHz) of each octave band
Area of the tunnel cross-section at a given listener position
Equivalent ‘‘open window’’ area due to acoustic absorption, for
each meter of tunnel length at the current listener position
Q-factor of each loudspeaker (assumption: only loudspeakers of
the same type are used)
Distance to the nearest loudspeaker array pointing towards the
listener
Distance to the beginning of a loudspeaker section (distance to the
ﬁrst loudspeaker array in the section)
Distance to the nearest loudspeaker array pointing away from the
listener

The range of values that may realistically occur in traﬃc tunnels is also given for each variable.
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Eq. (13) shows that we assume that 11 parameters are needed to predict Sra(n) and
(through dB-to-linear conversion and Eq. (11)) MTFra. Sra(n) is expected, based on
relationships between the regression variables, to depend approximately linearly on
all variables. However, for distance D there is also component for which a logarithmic relation is predicted, while for the contribution of distance N (normalised for
directivity Q(n)) a power law relation is expected. These ﬁxed non-linear terms were
included to enable the formula to mimic the approximate position-dependence
observed in real STI measurements. Notice that by the form of Eq. (13) octave bands
are presumed to be mutually independent.
Using ﬁxed non-linear multiple regression [19], values of the parameters a(k) can
be derived statistically from measurements of Sra(n).
Assuming a similar, slightly simpliﬁed, relation for the absolute speech level L(n),


D
þ1
LðnÞ ¼ bð0Þ þ bð1Þ AðnÞ þ bð2Þ OðnÞ þ bð3Þ QðnÞ þ bð4Þ n þ bð5Þ log
15
þ bð6Þ D þ bð7Þ P þ bð8Þ N bð9Þ þ bð10Þ f ðnÞ

ð14Þ

this level may predicted using the same procedure, once parameters b(k) have also
been derived through ﬁxed non-linear regression.
Once MTFra is calculated through Eq. (13), then the rest of the calculation is the
same as for the ray-tracing-based approach presented in Section 2.3.
3. Validation of the STI calculation procedures
3.1. Simulated tunnel environments
Geometrical models of the interiors of three existing tunnels (referred to from now
on as A, B and C) were constructed. All three tunnels were built from pre-fab concrete segments, and had geometrically similar cross-sections (see Fig. 3). The three
modelled tunnels diﬀered in height, length, width, curvature, acoustic absorption
characteristics, and conﬁguration of the loudspeaker clusters. For one tunnel (tunnel
A), two diﬀerent loudspeaker section conﬁgurations were modelled (A1 and A2).
This makes the total number of diﬀerent conﬁgurations four. These four conﬁgurations had all been physically realised in existing tunnels, for which elaborate STI and
MTF measurements were made.
The tunnel geometry was translated from blueprints to the co-ordinate system required by Odeon. All tunnels were curved in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This was modelled by splitting the tunnel up in segments, which were placed at
suitable angles to approximate the curvature.
In all four simulated situations, loudspeakers of the horn-type were mounted in
brackets attached to the ceiling. The loudspeakers were horizontally pointed straight
ahead, facing the oncoming traﬃc. In the vertical direction, the loudspeakers were
slightly tilted towards the road surface, placed at an angle of 3 relative to the ceiling.
The input parameters required for the ray-tracing procedures were taken from
blueprints, loudspeaker speciﬁcations and material databases. These parameters
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Fig. 3. Example of the 3D view of a tunnel segment. The ceiling consists of three separate surfaces, since
the cross-section of the tunnel is not perfectly rectangular. Because upper and lower parts of the walls
usually have diﬀerent surfaces materials, the wall surfaces are also built up from multiple surfaces. The
road surface has a slight angle relative to the central part of the ceiling.

were not changes after inspection of the results; hence, the predictions are results of a
‘‘modelling’’ rather than a ‘‘ﬁtting’’ approach.
3.2. Validation of the calculation approach based on ray tracing
For the four conﬁgurations described in Section 3.1., a comparison was made between STI measurements and predictions. The result is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 shows that the ray-tracing approach is able to produce fairly accurate predictions of the STI. A correlation coeﬃcient r = 0.89 is satisfactory, especially considering the fact that a measurement error (on average approx. 0.03 STI) was already
associated with the STI measurements used in this ﬁgure. The average absolute difference between measurement and prediction in Fig. 4 is 0.05 STI; the greatest individual diﬀerence for a condition is 0.15 STI. There is also a small systematic
diﬀerence (bias): on average, the STI is underestimated by 0.019. To put the magnitude of these errors into perspective: the standard deviations of the STI measurements and the STI predictions are both 0.12.
Given that a diﬀerence of 0.15 STI is equal to one step on the intelligibility qualiﬁcation scale given in Table 1, it seems fair to conclude that the adopted prediction
approach is suﬃciently accurate.
This is further illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows that STI ﬂuctuations as a function of position in the tunnel section (along the length axis) are predicted in relative
detail by the calculation procedure. The apparent lesser accuracy in the 75–150 m
range is not a systematic eﬀect, but speciﬁc to this example; in other conﬁgurations,
the maximum errors are also observed in diﬀerent regions.
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Fig. 4. Correlation between predicted and measured STI values, across a total of 154 measuring points,
representing conditions with and without noise, in four tunnels (overall correlation coeﬃcient r = 0.89).

3.3. Validation of the calculation approach based on ﬁxed non-linear regression
To show the match between regression-based predictions and measurements,
the four available tunnel conﬁgurations could again be used in the same way as
for the ray-tracing approach. However, the number of independent data points
from these four tunnels would be relatively small in relation to the number of ﬁtted parameters. Therefore, ray-tracing simulations were carried out for 13 additional conﬁgurations. The measured data of the four original tunnels were also
included, bringing the total up to 17. Since the ray-tracing approach was found
to be (on average) suﬃciently accurate, STI results from this approach are considered an acceptable substitute for actual measurement data. A certain risk is taken
in using these ray-tracing predictions, which are not without ﬂaws themselves, as a
basis for validation of another prediction technique. However, this drawback is
outweighed by the considerable advantage of having a greater data set to work
with.
The 17 conﬁgurations diﬀered with respect to tunnels dimensions (height and
width), number and directivity of loudspeakers and absorption of surfaces in the
tunnel. The conﬁgurations were chosen to cover the variable ranges given in Table
2 as completely as possible. In all, the model parameters were estimated through
regression on 1416 individual values of the eﬀective SNR Sra(n). This time, only
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Fig. 5. Measured and predicted STI values for several listener positions (indicated in meters along the
length of the tunnel) in tunnel A1 for a condition without noise, at a height of 1.50 m above the road
surface.

conditions without noise were considered, since the algorithms for incorporating the
eﬀects of noise and non-linear distortions are the same as for the ray-tracing approach (which was found to be suﬃciently accurate).
The values for parameters a(k) and b(k) are summarised in Table 3. The value
ranges associated with the variables of Eqs. (13) and (14) diﬀer (e.g., 1–7 for octave
band n, 125–8000 for linear frequency f(n)). In part, this explains why some of the
values in Table 3 are numerically much greater then others.
Using Eq. (13) to calculate the MTFra with the parameter values of Table 3, and
otherwise using the same algorithms as with the ray-tracing approach, the STI was calculated for 138 representative positions across the 17 diﬀerent tunnel conﬁgurations.

Table 3
Values of parameters a(k) and b(k) derived through ﬁxed non-linear regression on 1416 data points in 17
diﬀerent tunnel section conﬁgurations
k

a(k)

b(k)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2.497
1.698 · 102
1.0381
8.797 · 103
1.000
7.6227 · 101
7.526 · 103
4.502 · 102
8.186 · 101
6.077 · 101
5.169 · 104
6.842 · 102

1.520
3.652 · 102
6.362 · 101
6.443 · 102
2.391 · 101
5.788
8.481 · 102
7.290 · 102
5.798
4.550 · 107
8.753 · 104
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Fig. 6. Correlation between STI values predicted using ray tracing and following the regression approach,
across a total of 138 measuring points, all representing realistic conditions without noise, in 17 simulated
tunnel environments (overall correlation coeﬃcient r = 0.81).

The correlation between these predictions and the predictions obtained through ray
tracing are given in Fig. 6.
The mean STI diﬀerence between the two prediction types in Fig. 6 is 0.04 STI, the
maximum diﬀerence is 0.10 STI. For comparison: the standard deviation of both categories of predictions is 0.09. Since no noise conditions were included, no data points
are found in the lower end of the STI range. If such noise conditions are included
then the correlation coeﬃcient is found to increase, but given the fact that the same
algorithm is used to incorporate the eﬀects of noise in both types of STI prediction,
this is not surprising.
Since the average deviations between both prediction methods are relatively small,
and the ray-tracing approach was found to be suﬃciently accurate, the same can
probably be said for the regression-based approach. If the regression-based predictions are compared to results from the four tunnels (out of 17) for which measurements were available instead of just ray-tracing data, the average error is 0.05
STI, and the correlation coeﬃcient r = 0.82. This gives conﬁdence that the data in
Fig. 6 do not show a (relatively meaningless) accidental correlation between two prediction procedures that happen to make the same errors.
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4. Conclusions and discussion
Both of the proposed STI prediction approaches are suitable for obtaining quantitative insight into PA system performance in tunnels. However, these prediction
methods should not be used for comparison of individual STI values against a hard
criterion, as sometimes done in STI-measuring practice. If, for instance, each measurement point in a tunnel is required to yield an STI in excess of 0.45, then the average prediction error of 0.05 will probably be considered too high. However, if results
are interpreted (or averaged) over multiple conditions and measurement points, then
the accuracy of the prediction methods is considered more than adequate.
The strength of the ﬁrst approach, based on ray tracing, is its general applicability
and versatility. Since no parameters were ﬁtted from the data at all, all parameters
being speciﬁed externally, the high degree of correspondence with (average) measured STI values is very satisfactory.
The statistical regression-based prediction formula was also shown to be suﬃciently accurate. Unfortunately, the developed formula and parameters can only
be used for this particular traﬃc tunnel application, and only if the values of all variables fall within the speciﬁed ranges. For any new type of application, the best scenario is that the regression parameters need to be re-evaluated. More likely,
regression formulae better ﬁtting to the application would have to be devised. The
great beneﬁt of the regression-based approach is its computational simplicity. Compared to the ray-tracing approach, the time needed for a typical STI calculation is up
to approximately 104 times shorter.
Based on the regression approach, a very simple software tool was developed, enabling even non-specialists to quickly evaluate the eﬀects of design changes on the STI.
In six steps, the user provides input values for the variables listed in Table 2 (by picking
loudspeaker types, surface materials, etc. from a small database). Such a tool targeted
to non-specialists in the ﬁeld of room acoustics and speech intelligibility is useful to
evaluate the impact of the usual design choices for tunnel interiors and PA systems.
It can be very eﬀective in the early stages of the design process. For more advanced
predictions, for instance needed when the tunnel design deviates considerably from
the usual shape shown in Fig. 3, it is safer to rely on ray-tracing simulations.
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